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What are you doing now?       
You may be taking the register at the beginning of each day. 

You may be starting the year with a new class.

You may be opening an in-service training session.

  You may be doing language work on adjectives (this might be 
in a different language from your native language). 

 You may be doing work on valuing self.

You might like to try
1   Students work through the alphabet, finding adjectives that can be used to 

describe people’s qualities in a positive way.

2   The adjectives are displayed on posters or recorded in a class book.

3   Each person chooses two words to describe themselves, one beginning with 
the first letter of their first name and the other beginning with the first letter of 
their second name, for example Super Sally Brilliant Burns or Gentle George 
Laughing Larson. The names can be used on badges or posters. They can be 
made into name plates based on Arabic, Hebrew or Chinese calligraphy. They 
can be included in a person’s profile. They can be the way into a project on 
names: the history of names; the meaning of names; how you got your name; 
naming customs in different cultures and many more.

4   Some questions you might like to discuss: 

   Do you like your ‘new’ name?
How do you feel about being labelled?
Can a label change?  
Can we free ourselves of labels?
How did it feel to describe yourself in a positive way?
If it was difficult to say good things about yourself, why might this be?
How can I help myself to be more positive about myself?
How can we help others to like and respect themselves more?
How can we help each other feel comfortable saying, “I like myself ”?

ACTIVITY 2

old no an in i nifi ant
and nothing improbable, 
for there is no man who 
has not his hour and 
no thing that has not its 
place.
Sayings of the Fathers

 This activity is about sense of self, creativity and 
fun, relationship, cultural diversity and story.



Self
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An alternative is for students to be asked in pairs to take a letter of the alphabet each 
and to find any and all affirming adjectives in their dictionary for that letter. Ask 
them to reflect on whether these adjectives are really positive – would they like it 
said of themselves. They can then look around the class and find people to whom the 
adjectives apply. Below are some of the adjectives that might be used.

  Positive adjectives to describe people

A B C D E F
able balanced careful daring eager faithful
acceptable beautiful capable decisive e fi ient fantastic
accomplished best caring delightful empathic friendly
adventurous bold chatty determined enthusiastic funny
active bright cheerful diligent encouraging e i le
all-rounder brilliant conscientious dynamic energetic
adept brave co-operative enterprising
admirable creative excellent
artistic courageous exuberant
G H I J K L
generous happy ideal jokey keen law-abiding
gentle helpful idealistic jolly kind light
glad hilarious imaginative joyful kind-hearted lovable
good humorous immaculate just lovely
gorgeous having integrity innovative loving

honest intelligent lucky
hopeful inventive

M N O P Q R
marvellous natural obliging patient quick realistic
merry nice observant peaceful questioning efined
methodical noble open perfect regal
mindful notable optimistic persevering reliable
mighty nurturing organised playful respectable

outstanding positive respectful
powerful responsible

S T U V W Y and Z
sensational te ifi understanding virtuous warm youthful
sunny thorough unique vigorous welcoming zestful
super thoughtful n elfi vibrant whole-hearted zippy
supportive tremendous versatile winsome
stable trustworthy vital witty

truthful
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Recent ly I received a shared document asking us 

teachers to fil l in a table to show what CAS (Creat ivi ty, 

Act ion, Service) act ivi t ies we do ou tside of school. Young 

people in secondary schools following the IB curriculum have to 

undertake CAS, commi t t ing to act ivi t ies in all three areas in order to 

achieve balance in their lives. The CAS co-ordinator fel t i t would be 

helpful to them if they had some insigh t into teachers’ commi tments 

ou tside of school, so they would see us not just as educators bu t 

as rounded individuals who also strive for balance. It was indeed 

fascinat ing for us too, to see every thing our colleagues engage in. 

It gave us new insigh ts into each other. Too of ten we only see the 

side we encounter every day.

Teacher, Muscat, Oman

Comment
The epithets chosen by each person can be very useful in diffusing 
on i t en a tea e eel o it a t dent it an el e

and t e t dent al do n i e e i a fi in na e and i
aware of her own.

in ad lt to int od e t e el e in a fi ation initial
can be a good ice-breaker and a way of creating a positive 
atmosphere in an in-service session.

Link to…
Hot Seat in this chapter

This is the true joy in life, the being used for a purpose recognised by 
yourself as a mighty one, the being a force of nature instead of a 
e e i elfi little lod o ail ent and ie an e o lainin

that the world will not devote itself to making you happy.
I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the whole community and 
as long as I live it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can. I want to 
be thoroughly used up when I die, for the harder I work the more I 
live. I rejoice in life for its own sake; life is no brief candle to me; it is 
a sort of splendid torch which I’ve got to hold up for the moment. I 
want to make it burn as brightly as possible before handing it on to 
future generations.
George Bernard Shaw

Values
e e tion




